Abstract-A new concept named "Function Sector" is proposed in this paper, aiming to give an efficient implementation for the laser based autonomous navigation of mobile robots under complex outdoor terrain conditions. First, one laser scan can be partitioned into two kinds of Function Sectors: "Guidance Sector" and "Inspecting Sector". Then, the Function Sectors are reconstructed following a new reconstruction strategy to form a virtual guidance scan, while combining the 2.5D information into account. Finally, an improved Angle Potential Field Method is applied on the virtual guidance scan to generate the navigation orders. The new algorithm is tested on a mobile robot, and the experimental results prove the distinguishing validity of our method explicitly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous navigation for outdoor mobile robots is a challenging research topic in robotics. A robot of high autonomous navigation level can guide itself in unknown and complex environments, such as uneven terrains, urban blocks or hazard regions, to fulfill a preset mission.
According to the amount of environmental knowledge at hand, autonomous navigation acts as path planning or obstacle avoidance under different conditions. Path planning needs more prior information about the working scenario and takes graph based searching as the main tool to implement the nominal "planning" task. During the recent decades, many path planning algorithms have been proposed [1] [2] . The most famous one is A* [3] [4] algorithm, which uses a cost function to describe the travel expense between two points and employs heuristic searching methods to find the optimal path from the start to the goal. A* algorithm was initially designed for the guidance in static environments. To handle the dynamic cases, a series of derived types of A* have been presented, such as D* [5] , Incremental A* [6] , D* Lite [7] and Field D* [8] . For path planning, there are still two ultimate drawbacks. First, it sets rigorous demands for the accuracy and integrality of the environmental information, which often can not be satisfied in most practical applications. Second, it uses searching to find the optimal trajectory, which usually can not supply the realtime applications with acceptable computational time. On the contrary, obstacle avoidance doesn't request intensive prior information of the working environment, employs only the current frame of sensory data to generate guidance orders, and runs at an excellent speed. As a result, obstacle avoidance methods become a reasonable choice for the realtime autonomous navigation of outdoor mobile robots.
Kinds of obstacle avoidance algorithms can be found in the literatures, including Potential Field Method (PFM) [9] , Virtual Force Field (VFF) [10] , Vector Field Histogram (VFH) [11] , Vector Field Histogram Plus (VFH+) [12] , Curvature Velocity Method (CVM) [13] , etc. Among all the methods, PFM is the most famous and classical one. Most of the other methods inherit the concepts of "Repulsion Force" and "Attraction Force" from PFM, but fusing all the Repulsion Forces into one single resultant force can't carry out a precise depiction of the influences coming from the obstacles, which leads to the failure in navigating the robot to pass a corridor. To conquer this limitation, VFH uses histogram to represent the obstacles' effects and obtains perfect experimental results. But VFH still don't take the shape of the robot into account. VFH+ solves this problem by enlarging the occupied scales of the obstacles.
Developing to VFH+, the real-time obstacle avoidance algorithms have given quite mature solutions for the 2D dynamic cases. Unfortunately, few literatures have referred to the autonomous navigation in higher dimensional cases, which constrains the outdoor application of mobile robots. Even some researchers have show their interest in the navigation on rough terrain, the assumption that the range information has been obtained is inevitable [14] [15] . Also, many methods still keep Certainty Grid, the product of the uncertainty coming from sonar sensors, as a basic element, while laser scanners or laser range finders (LRFs) have taken the dominant place in autonomous navigation nowadays. In this paper, a new algorithm for 2.5D outdoor navigation is presented. The new algorithm abstracts available 2.5D range information through reconstructing every scan frame, takes the shape of the robot into account by using a new strategy for determining the concerned angle area, and employs modified Angle Potential Field Method [16] to implement the navigation.
II. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION A. Obtaining the 2.5D Information
An LRF can scan a sector region on the working plane, report a set of range measurements standing for the dis-tances from the scanner to the nearest obstacles in given orientations, and queue the measurements according to their corresponding orientation angles in an average ascending order. To carry out 2.5D information, the most popular method is mounting the LRF on the mobile robot with a small pitch angle as shown in Figure 1 . In such a way, the scanning sector will have intersection parts with the ground surface, and the salients or debosses on the terrain will easily be detected by the scan beams. For each scan point, we have a presentation in the polar coordinate system at first (1) .
Then the vector r can be expressed in the scanner coordinate system (see Figure 1) as
Taking the position and gesture of the scanner into account, we can represent r S in the ground coordinate system G (see Figure 1 ) with the help of a transform matrix T
In (3), z is the "Height" of the detected obstacle and x 2 + y 2 is the corresponding "Range". Till now, the 2.5D information has been successfully deduced from the raw measurement.
B. Angle Potential Field Method
Similar to VFH, Angle Potential Field(APF) computes the repulsive force in each angle sector. Furthermore, APF shrinks the angle sector as small as the angle resolution of the current LRF. Every angle sector has a pair of attractive force and repulsive force (Figure 2) , and a pass function is computed. The angle (or angle sector) with the optimal pass function value is determined to be the expected steering angle.
The repulsive force of angle θ is obtained as following: First, a concerned angle area within which obstacles will cause meaningful effects on θ is determined. Second, the repulsive force to θ produced by every angle sector lying in the concerned angle area will be calculated as 
where d(ϕ) is the corresponding range at angle θ , D m is a predetermined maximum range for active obstacles and D sr is the minimum safe distance on the radial direction. Third, the repulsive force of angle θ is determined by
The attractive force of angle θ is approximated by a cosine function:
in which θ ob j is the orientation angle of the object point. Then the pass function of angle θ can be given as
Finally, the expected steering angle will be easily found by searching for the angle with the optimal pass function.
III. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LASER SCAN
Our new algorithm use the 2.5D information to navigate the robot by embedding the Height information during the process of reconstructing the scan. When LRF is mounted as Figure 1 , the whole scan sector attains new features compared to the simple 2D ones. First, the sector will contain both "Height" and "Range" values. Second, some regions of the sector will have intersection part with the ground, while others will not have. Obviously the two kinds of regions must play different roles in the guidance. And we define two kinds of function sectors to give a suitable description for such a phenomenon.
A. Guidance Sector and Inspecting Sector
Definition 1: The smallest sub-sector that contains all the regions intersecting with the theoretical flat ground is defined as "GuidanceSector" or "G − Sector". Definition 2: The sub-sectors that have no intersection parts with the theoretical flat ground are defined as "InspectingSector" or "I − Sector".
In the Guidance Sector, 2.5D information of the terrain could be directly obtained. While the Inspecting Sector can only point out obstacles protruded out of the ground and omit the terrain conditions. As a result, the Guidance Sector will take the dominant position and product the expected steering angle, while the Inspecting Sector will act as an assistant to the foregoing one and all the angles belonging to it are excluded out of the list of expected steering angles. Figure 3 shows the localizations of different function sectors in a scan sector of 180 degrees.
B. Rules for Partitioning Function Sectors
Partitioning function sectors is finding the critical angles between two different function sectors. Considering the maneuverability of the mobile robot, some small undulation within a predefined tolerance can be regarded as a part of even terrain, and only those surfaces which have "Heights" exceeding the tolerance are thought to be slopes, ditches or some other obstacles. Figure 4 is an amplificatory copy of the red circle in Figure  3 , and gives an intensive expression of the local details. The full scale range line is generated by linking the terminals of the ideally unblocked laser beams. The two intersection points of the terrain boundaries and the full scale range line are the candidate critical points. The lower intersection point is chosen as the critical point.
A special point to be mentioned is that the upper and lower terrain boundaries can be adjusted to fit different terrain conditions, such as snowy ground, deserts, etc. This imprint endows the new algorithm with a strong adaptive capacity of complex ground situations. The merits are proved through an experiment in Section V.
C. Reconstruction of Function Sectors
Now we collect the 2.5D information from the original scan and fill them into a new virtual scan. Corresponding to two types of function sectors, there must be two types of mapping approaches, respectively. 1) Reconstruction of Guidance Sector:: Scan points lying in the Guidance Sector can be divided into three classes: points with "Height" value larger than the upper terrain boundary (Class I), points with "Height" value within the terrain tolerance (Class II), and points with "Height" value smaller than the lower terrain boundary (Class III). Points belonging to different classes will be distinctly treated with different mapping operations. First of all, a virtual full scale range, denoted by r v−max , is defined by the range of a critical point for the virtual scan. As shown in Figure 3 , a scan usually has two critical points, and we take r v−max as the smaller range. The virtual measurements for points of Class I and Class II are easily to obtain. The range value x 2 + y 2 of a point in Class I can be directly taken as the virtual measurement for the corresponding angle. At the same time, the virtual measurements of the points in Class II are defined to be equal to r v−max . Compared to the frontal two classes, Class III needs some knowledge of homothetic triangle to complete the computation of the virtual measurement. As shown in Figure 5 , if we denote the height of the laser scanner by h, the upper terrain boundary by u, the lower terrain boundary by l, and the virtual measurement by m v , the calculation of m v can be expressed as 
2) Reconstruction of Inspecting Sector::
The reconstruction principle for Inspecting Sector can be given as
where r is the true distance value of its orientation angle.
IV. GENERATING NAVIGATION ORDERS A. Improvement to APF
When the virtual measurement scan has been successfully constructed, an improved APF algorithm can be employed to generate the expected steering angle. For APF, how to determine the concerned angle area for each angle sector is a very important task. The strategy of the original APF is show in Figure 6(A), and the concerned angle area is [θ a −  ϕ a , θ a + ϕ a ] . Here, ϕ a is given as ϕ a = arctan D sr r a (10) This strategy can't help the robot to avoid obstacles safely. From Figure 6 (A), we can see that if an obstacle appears in the rectangle formed by the thin dash line, a collision is inevitable. To overcome this defect, we propose a new strategy for determining the concerned angle area, shown in Figure 6 (B). First, we use the APF strategy to get a candidate area. Second, the candidate area is divided into to left and right areas. Third, a bidirectional search is launched from the two areas to extend the candidate area. The extending rule can be interpreted with the help of Figure 6 (B). If the pink triangle has common part with the blue triangle, the left margin of the concerned angle area should be extended from ϕ a + θ a to θ b . And a paragraph of pseudo codes presents the detailed operations for searching the left margin of the concerned angle area. 
Here, ϕ l is the left margin of the concerned angle area, and θ b is computed by
During the generating process, angles in the Inspecting Sector will never be chosen as the finally steering angle, but will probably appear in the concerned angle area of some angle in the Guidance Sector. The operation sequence is same to the interpretation in section II.
B. Velocity Control
With the expected steering angle, the new algorithm can give the angular speed and the liner speed according to the positions of obstacles. Assuming w max , v max be the maximum angular speed and the maximum liner speed of the mobile robot respectively, the control output and can be obtained together as follow
Plan OK = 1; else continue; end end end (13) Here, if sign and w are positive, the robot will turn left, on the contrary, the robot will turn right. v scale is the minimum changing scope of the robot's liner speed. θ is the expected steering angle. Dist min is the minimum distance from the obstacle which lies in the safe bell to the robot. The method of selecting Dist min is shown in Figure 7 . From Figure 7 , we know the safe bell is defined by D sr . Although the obstacle point A has a smaller distance than C, it does not lie in the safe bell and is excluded out of the candidate list.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental System Descriptions
Experiments were conducted on a tracklayer shown in Figure 8 . This robot has both inertial sensors-Three-axis Digital Compass and Digital Encoder for example, and exogenous/external sensors-GPS and LRF for example. Our laser scanner is an LMS-221 produced by SICK. The total scan sector of LMS-221 ranges from 0 • to 180 • , and the full scale range can be adjusted among 8 meters, 16 meters, 32 meters and 80 meters. In the experimental implementation, the scanner is mounted on the robot with a small pitch angle of 5.1 • and a height of 0.65 meters upper to the contact surface between the robot and the terrain. 
B. Influences of Concerned Angle Area
In Section IV, we refer to the fact that APF has a big problem in determining the proper concerned angle area, which probably leads to potential collisions. To solve this problem, we proposed a new strategy for determining the concerned angle area. Here, a simulation is carried out to give an intuitive interpretation for the advantages of our new strategy.
In Figure 9 (A) and Figure 9 (B), we constructed a virtual scenario with a single obstacle in front of the scanner. APF gave different expected steering angles based on different concerned angle area strategies. Obviously, the new strategy promises a more reasonable result for the navigation. Fig. 9(A) . Navigation result of original APF. Fig. 9(B) . Navigation result of improved APF.
C. Adjustable Tolerances for Different Terrain Conditions
As we said in Section III, the upper and lower terrain tolerances in our new algorithm can be adjusted to fit kinds of terrain situations. An experiment on the snowy and uneven ground is conducted to verify the utility of our algorithm. Figure 10 shows the different performances of the new algorithm under different tolerance settings. The scan represented by blue points is the practical measurement scan, while the scan represented by red points is the reconstructed scan. When the upper and lower terrain boundaries were both set to 0.1m, the new algorithm falsely took the snow around the tree as obstacles. If the upper and lower terrain boundaries were both changed to 0.2m, the bogus "obstacles" caused by the undulations of the snow were all wiped away and only the true obstacle-a tree trunk was correctly kept.
D. Validation of The New Navigation Algorithm
The robot was tested to follow a goal while avoiding obstacles under the settings of static and dynamic environments, respectively. There were several snowdrifts in the experimental field, acting as static obstacles. A person acted as a moving obstacle in the dynamic test. As the focus of this paper is not environmental modeling, we simply use some ellipses to stand for the obstacles. The experimental results are shown in Figure 11 . We can see that following the navigation orders of our new algorithm, the robot successfully reached the goal in both cases. In the dynamic case, the robot changed its moving trajectory to avoid the moving obstacle at the marked point, and this discrepancy is cleared reflected by the expected steering angles painted in blue lines. Fig. 11(A) . Trajectory under static environment. Fig. 11(B) . Trajectory under dynamic environment.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel autonomous navigation algorithm, which uses 2.5D data from LRF to navigate mobile robots on complex outdoor terrains. To realize reasonable treatment of the 2.5D information, two types of function sectors, named by "Guidance Sector" and "Inspecting Sector", are defined firstly. To represent both the Height and Range values in the form of 2D scan, a new reconstruction strategy is proposed secondly. After the virtual guidance scan has been produced successfully, an improved Angle Potential Field method is employed to finding the optimal steering angle. As the original APF has defects in determining the concerned angle area, the improvement work is mainly focused on a new determining strategy. Experiments are conducted on a tracked mobile robot under different terrain conditions. Considering the robot reached the goal in both static and dynamic settings, we can easily infer that our new algorithm is well designed for the outdoor autonomous navigation.
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